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PODO GUARD
HOOF OIL FOR IMPROVED HOOF QUALITY

HOOF CARE

Cavalor® PodoGuard is a unique blend of nourishing and essential oils which penetrate deep into the hoof resulting 
in an optimal hoof condition. 

NO HOOF, NO HORSE

Did you know that the healthy hoof expands and contracts as the horse walks? This is possible thanks to the natural resilience 
of the hoof.  
Big fluctuations in temperature and humidity between night and day, especially during summer, will make it hard for the 
hooves not to lose too much moisture. Overdrying will disturb the flexibility of the hoof resulting in cracked hooves. 

The nourishing oil in Cavalor® PodoGuard will penetrate deep into the hoof and create an ideal moisture balance.  This will 
promote better hoof growth, development and quality. Broken or damaged hooves can recover while a new, healthy hoof 
grows in.

Too much moisture on the other hand isn’t beneficial either.  Hooves mainly consist of keratin, the same protein that can be 
found in your fingernails. When they are soaked in water and mud, they will soften. The natural protective oils will then be 
stripped away making them more susceptible to invading organisms.

In this case, Cavalor® PodoGuard will act as a real antibacterial barrier to keep moisture and micro-organisms out.

This makes Cavalor® PodoGuard the ideal blend to protect your horse’s hooves against every environment.
Note that aside from external care products, nutrition also has a big influence on hoof health.
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PRODUCT FOR EXTERNAL HORSE CARE

DESCRIPTION: Brown liquid

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:

In a dry environment: 
Apply Cavalor® PodoGuard several times a week on a clean and wet hoof  to 
prevent the evaporation of the inner moist or treat cracked hooves. 

In a wet environment: 
Apply Cavalor® PodoGuard several times a week on a clean and dry hoof. 

Warning: do not use Cavalor® Muscle Cooler on infected or bruised skin. 

Caution: for external use only.

PACKAGING AND STORAGE:

Keep out of reach of children. 

Store in a dry, cool place and keep out of reach of children.

Product expires 24 months after opening.

EANCODE PACKAGING

Item No:  82698205
Cavalor®  PodoGuard

500 ml / 16.9 fl. oz. Tin with Brush

Item No:  82698211
Cavalor®  PodoGuard

2000 ml / 67.6 fl. oz. Pouch

5425016901847

5425016901885


